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MODI project reaches its first
year!

MODI: A leap towards SAE L4 automated driving features

This month, MODI is celebrating the first year of activities towards the ambitious goal of
contributing to the adoption of highly automated solutions to improve European logistic
chains.

MODI project will pave the way for the mass adoption of highly automated freight vehicles
through demonstrations, and by resolving barriers to the rollout of automated transport
systems and solutions.
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MODI annual meeting and General
Assembly meeting

The whole consortium gathered for the 1st annual meeting on 24th April, which took place
online. After an overview of the project status by the project coordinator, Dr. Ragnhild
Wahl, each use case representative and work package leader provided a detailed
progress report for the first six months of the project execution and a forecast of the main
actions and milestones ahead. Vehicle providers and OEMs provided their perspective on
the work accomplished so far and the feasibility of implementing CCAM solutions to
improve logistic operations through MODI use cases.

Read more
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MODI, among the game changers at ITS
Europe 2023

The MODI delegation actively participated in the 15th ITS European Congress entitled
‘ITS: The Game Changer’ in Lisbon, Portugal. The Congress’s principal theme “ITS: The
Game Changer” was chosen to illustrate the powerful role Intelligent Transport Systems,
digitalisation, and cooperative, connected and automated mobility can play in addressing
the key challenges in the mobility and transport sectors.

Read more
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ENRIDE and ALICE represented MODI
Project at IPIC 2023

Einride and ALICE, Alliance for Logistics Innovation through Collaboration in Europe (ETP

LOGISTICS) represented the MODI Project and made a positive impact at the 9th

International Physical Internet Conference (IPIC).

Read more

From Europe to Australia thanks to Q-
Free

And MODI reached Australia. Silje Troseth, Vice President APAC & General Manager
Australia at Q-Free ASA, was responsible for presenting the project at the ITS Australia
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Global Summit 2023.

Read more

MODI participates at FISITA World
Congress!

The FISITA World Congress is the most significant connection opportunity for the
international community of mobility engineers.

Read more
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The conference Smarte Veger takes
interest in MODI

The conference Smarte Veger (“Smart Roads”) was held on 20 September in Oslo, Vika. A
MODI-based programme focusing on automated transport, gave insight on expectations
from the European Commission, industry players’ motivation for automation, user
requirements, societal benefits and much more.

Read more
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MODI and its requirements are disclosed
to international stakeholders

A total of 18 stakeholders from 10 countries and 4 continents have participated in the first
international workshop to develop the MODI project. The Stakeholder Board Group (SBG)
includes representatives from Freight and logistics spectrum, OEMs, tech providers,
infrastructure administrators, representative bodies, and R&D organisations amongst
others.

Read more
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